Huawei Twitter and Facebook April 15 – 19

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA · Apr 15
Banning U.S. companies from supplying Huawei is resulting in a loss of short-term revenue for semiconductor equipment providers. @williamtech discusses the supplychain impacts of banning Chinese companies. tinyurl.com/yd87xx

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA · Apr 15
The HUAWEI M Pencil is equipped with 4,096 Levels of Pressure Sensitivity, so you can write and draw smoothly - ideal for creating and learning together at home. StayConnected #StayHome

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA · Apr 15
In times of crisis, connectivity can change everything. @neil_sahota talks to Huawei's Sonja Thompson about #Tech4Good, misinformation and coping with isolation. #Tech4Good tinyurl.com/yv4pmez

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA · Apr 15
The CDC and the WHO are putting out good
Not all students have the resources to receive an education in science and technology. At Huawei, we are committed to bringing these resources to local schools and communities.

There are so many ways #5G will revolutionize the healthcare industry.

How does Huawei’s #AI solution speed up the analysis of COVID-19 and help protect our medical staff? Find out.

HUAWEI accelerates viral genetics analysis and reduces the time for drug screening to just hours. Learn more from ExpertTalks by @Huatec Cloud’s Dr.-health Medical Scientist, Kane. Register here: tinyurl.com/zaaxx999 #COVID19
HuaweiUSA @huaweiUSA · Apr 17

HEXA can deliver better products using 5G to digitize manufacturing and quality control practices. Find out how this is happening at scale:
tinyurl.com/4kndkpl

HuaweiUSA @huaweiUSA · Apr 17

To support remote education during the COVID-19 crisis, Huawei is offering free access to an e-learning solution for students in Indonesia.

HuaweiUSA @huaweiUSA · Apr 17

Huawei, Ulearning offer e-learning in Jakarta amid COVID-19 crisis. Huawei Cloud and Ulearning have partnered to provide an online learning management system (e-learning) to Universitas Muhammadiyah Jakarta.

HuaweiUSA @huaweiUSA · Apr 17

Shocked to hear a U.S. official leverage the COVID-19 pandemic to malign a private company on Mornings with Maria. Huawei has used its resources to give healthcareheroes & government workers technology & PPE on every continent. @SecPompeo let's talk & get facts straight. FactsMatter

HuaweiUSA @huaweiUSA · Apr 17

Elegance + simplicity. Who could say no? Introducing the Blush Gold
#P40Pro tinyurl.com/vug1G8

BLUSH GOLD
With technology like #cloud and #AI, we can do so much more to protect endangered species and the earth.

The future is here with cutting edge technology working together in perfect harmony, get ready for a digital experience beyond belief. #Together2020

Let's work together to combat COVID-19. We are teaming up with partners all over the world to provide free #AI and #cloud services to fight the global pandemic.

Huawei Cloud launches international effort to fight COVID-19. Huawei Cloud will provide free AI and cloud services to help customers around the world fight the COVID-19 pandemic.

Huawei P40 Pro review: Refinement done right - Android Authority
Huawei's P40 Pro has a lot to live up to. Its predecessor was and still is one of the best camera phones ever. So can the P40 Pro supersede it?
When British Columbia, a province in Canada, needs support to fight against COVID-19, Huawei steps in. Huawei donates the shipment of medical masks to B.C. Chinese-based telecommunications giant Huawei Technologies has quietly donated masks to B.C.

At Huawei, we are dedicated to empowering a low-carbon society with ICT innovation. A new future is on the horizon, where cutting-edge technology and exciting new services & products will work together in perfect harmony to deliver an extraordinary new digital experience. #Together2020
"The long-term effect of a Chinese supply chain alternative could also equate to a smaller addressable market for the U.S. supply base as other Chinese tech OEMs would likely start buying Chinese." Analyst Will Townsend unpacks the adverse effects of the decision to bar U.S. companies from supplying Huawei. https://tinyurl.com/sjc87kx

As a global company, we are eager to help communities around the world in the fight against COVID19. #stayhealthy #stayhome

Huawei donates shipment of medical masks to B.C.
Chinese-based telecommunications giant Huawei Technologies has quietl...
All people deserve connectivity, particularly in a time where it is so important to find new ways to communicate and cope. Huawei’s Sonja Thompson speaks to Neil Sahota about the value of technology and some unexpected ways it can help in these difficult times. #Tech4Good

https://tinyurl.com/vvwpnwg

lot of people just off guard. I was probably a little bit luckier.

Watch together with friends or with a group
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Huawei USA updated their cover photo.

April 15 at 1:06 PM

Huawei USA

April 15 at 1:06 PM

Protecting and Connecting the World
Meet your new workout essential, the Huawei #WatchGT2.
https://tinyurl.com/y6n5dlp8

#AI accelerates viral genetics analysis and reduces the time for drug screening to just hours. Learn more from #ExpertTalks by Huawei Cloud’s EIHealth Medical Scientist, Kane. Register here: https://tinyurl.com/usbaw69 #COVID19

COVID-19 Drug Screening & Nucleic Acid Testing

Kane
EIHealth Medical Scientist, HUAWEI CLOUD EI Product Dept
Doctor of Computational Biology
Shanghai Institutes for Biological Sciences
Chinese Academy of Sciences
HEXA can deliver better products using #AI to digitize manufacturing and quality control practices. Find out how this is happening at scale: https://tinyurl.com/vkrekl

Trevor Noah The Daily Show dropping gems about #coronavirus #conspiracytheories is what we all need. Stay alert and stay safe! #FactsMatter #ScienceMatters https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NcSU8erpfU
Nothing is quite as cool as the ice white Huawei #P40Pro.
https://tinyurl.com/wg7r68

#5G will unlock enormous potential and transform the healthcare industry.
Huawei USA
April 18 at 10:27 AM

Huawei is committed to keeping COVID-19 patients and their families connected in Portugal.

EUROPEANNEWS.COM
Telecommunication giants pledge to keep Portuguese hospitals, Covid-19 patients and their families connected...
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According to Ryan-Thomas Shaw of Android Authority, Huawei's P40 Pro is a real "stunner." Find out why.

ANDROIDAUTHORITY.COM
Huawei P40 Pro review: Refinement done right
Did Huawei do enough with the P40 Pro to make up for the lack of Google...